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NEW QUESTION: 1
A security analyst must ensure that the company's web server

will not negotiate weak ciphers with connecting web browsers.
Which of the following supported list of ciphers MUST the
security analyst disable? (Select THREE)
A. SHA
B. NULL
C. MD5
D. RIPMED
E. DES
F. TWOFISH
G. AES
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer is deploying a centralized communications
infrastructure to a small remote construction site that has
sateilite-based Internet connectivity if the expected latency
is about 500 ms, which description of the user experience is
true?
A. significant delay and conversation overlap
B. minimal delay and conversation overlap
C. no delay or conversation overlap
D. Phones will not complete registration to the centralized
cluster
Answer: A
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the Exhibit.
You are adding a Junos Fusion satellite device but one cascade
port is not coming on line.
Referring to the exhibit, what would cause this problem?
A. The cascade ports need to be on the same line card.
B. Interface xe-8/2/1 is in a link down state.
C. The satellite device is not an EX4300.
D. The FPC number must match the FPC connecting to the
satellite device.
Answer: B
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